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TinySIP: Providing Seamless Access to Sensor-based Services Sudha Krishnamurthy Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Berlin, Germany [email protected]



Abstract Recent technological trends are transforming sensor nodes from passive data-gathering entities to a collaborative network of sensors, capable of providing data-related and event-related information services. Such a sensorbased information service is useful only if it can be seamlessly accessed across traditional networks and through familiar device interfaces. In order to enable such ubiquitous access to sensor-based services, we need a remote messaging protocol that supports versatile messaging options, interoperates over different types of network, and allows messages to be routed based on flexible attribute-based addressing of endpoints. Furthermore, in order to ensure ease of adoption and deployment within an enterprise as well as in consumer environments, we must leverage communication abstractions that are well-known and already supported on traditional networks. In this paper, we propose TinySIP as a communication abstraction for accessing sensor-based services. TinySIP is based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), which is a standard application-level signaling mechanism. Users on traditional networks remotely interact with a sensor network service by sending SIP messages. A gateway maps the SIP abstractions to the corresponding TinySIP abstractions and propagates the messages to the sensor nodes. We are currently planning on deploying the SIP-based solution that we propose on a research testbed to enable users on a wireless mesh to access the in-network storage and event correlation services offered by a sensor network consisting of 20 MicaZ sensor nodes.



1. Introduction Wireless sensor networks are promising to change the way people interact with the physical world, because of their ability to gather information about the physical world in real-time. The information gathered by the sensor nodes may either be stored and retrieved at a later time, or correlated for generating event notifications in real-time. While it is more common to store and correlate sensor data at the edge of a wireless sensor network (WSN) in more power-



ful base stations, there are schemes that provide in-network storage and event correlation [18, 25, 9, 12]. Recent technological trends are providing further impetus for storing and correlating events within a sensor network, thereby obviating the need to frequently send information to a remote base station, which may result in data loss and significant energy consumption during the long-distance transmission. One such trend is the integration of multi-modal sensing capabilities, in order to make network devices that are smarter and capable of fine-grained event detection and classification. For example, the integrated RFID-sensor systems from SkyeTek [23] provides access to a richer source of data and allows different instances of the same event type to be differentiated, making it possible to perform more fine-grained event correlation within a sensor network. These trends are making it increasingly feasible to view a WSN as a largescale, decentralized information system that is capable of providing data services and event services and this view is also shared by other recent work, such as [14, 26]. The motivation for our work in this paper is based on the above observation that in-network sensor-based services already exist and are likely to become more common in the future. Our view is that the true potential of sensor-based services can be realized only if they become an integral part of a larger context-aware network. We envision that a large scale sensor network will be deployed by multiple organizations incrementally. The network may consist of stationary and mobile nodes. Multiple clients on the Internet or other traditional networks may concurrently access the sensorbased information service remotely for different purposes. Some clients may even compose services spanning multiple sensor networks into a single end-to-end service for use by applications. In some cases, users and administrators may also need to remotely control the sensor devices and re-program the services running on the nodes. Thus, to realize the potential of in-network sensor-based services, we need a remote access protocol which supports an appropriate communication abstraction and allows the services to be accessible to remote users on the Internet as well as to applications running on other sensor networks. Instead of developing a new messaging mechanism to interact with the real-time services provided by a sensor



network, the mechanism we propose for the convergence is based on the premise that key protocols that work well in fixed networks will have to be adapted to access services provided by ad-hoc sensor networks. The advantage of such an approach is that it allows users to communicate with the sensor nodes using abstractions that they are already familiar with. However, one of the challenges in adopting such an approach is that most of the messaging protocols in the current wired and wireless networks assume an underlying IP infrastructure, whereas many of the low-power sensor nodes, including the MicaZ sensor motes [7] that we are using for our deployment, currently do not support an IP stack. Since those nodes are resource-constrained they typically use custom, lightweight communication protocols. This results in differences in addressing and message routing. Despite this challenge, our choice of a messaging mechanism was not limited by the unavailability of an IP stack on the sensor nodes. Instead we decided to choose a messaging mechanism based on the features that are useful for typical sensor network usage scenarios. In Section 2, we list those features, along with examples of usage scenarios. Previous approaches have primarily used an HTTPbased mechanism to remotely interact with a WSN. The focus of those related work has been to select a mechanism that works well for simple interactions in specific sensor applications, such as smart home [15] and habitat monitoring [16]. On the other hand, our goal is to select a messaging mechanism, that supports a set of communication abstractions that can be used for diverse interactions with a broad spectrum of sensor-based services. In Section 3, we discuss the limitations of previous approaches in meeting this goal. We selected an approach based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [20] to provide seamless access to sensor-based services, because SIP already supports many of the features that we derived from the usage scenarios. In Section 4, we describe those features and communication abstractions supported by SIP that are relevant for accessing sensor services and which form the basis of TinySIP. Like other messaging mechanisms designed for the Internet, SIP also assumes an underlying IP infrastructure. Therefore, we currently use a gateway for mapping SIP messages to TinySIP messages and then disseminating them to an experimental testbed of MicaZ motes, which run an in-network event correlation and storage service. In Section 5, we describe our deployment testbed and explain how TinySIP enables interaction with sensor-based services. In Section 6, we discuss directions for future work.



2. Messaging Features for WSN Services In this section, we describe the set of features that we need in a remote messaging protocol that is used for interacting with a WSN service. We also present suitable usage scenarios that motivate the need for those features.



2.1. Versatile Messaging Semantics We need a remote messaging mechanism that allows users to remotely access a sensor network across diverse networking technologies, using versatile messaging semantics. A user or application may access a sensor network from a wired network, WLAN and other wireless technologies, or cellular technologies, such as GSM and UMTS. Also, applications running on different sensor network clusters interconnected by the above traditional technologies may need to interact with each other. We have currently identified the need for the following communication abstractions: Short instant messaging abstraction: Short messaging semantics can be used to remotely actuate and control a sensor network. For example, an instant message can be sent to interact with a sensor network in real-time, in order to control its parameters, such as sleep/wakeup period and sensing frequency. Short messages may also be used to transmit one-shot queries that elicit an immediate response. Inquiring about the residual power of a node or asking an innetwork storage service about the number of instances of a certain type of event that have been observed by the sensors so far, are examples of short one-shot queries. Long session-based abstraction: In addition to short messages, there is a need to establish longer sessions with sensor services, in order to pose continuous, long running queries over a stream of sensor readings. Session semantics should also include the ability to specify the number of nodes that should participate in a session. For example, in a surveillance application, a user may establish a session requesting a certain number of camera sensors in a sensor network to transmit a continuous video feed, whenever a certain movement pattern is detected. Unlike the short messaging mode, the response may not immediately follow a request in the session mode. Instead, the response may be sent anytime during the course of an active session. However, it would also be useful to support short messaging within a session mode, in order to support dynamic reconfiguration. For example, the instant messaging within a session mode feature can be used to control the camera resolution, as and when the video feed is being streamed to the user. Session semantics can also be used to reprogram a sensor network remotely, in order to deploy new services. In this case, the new program is continuously streamed to a sensor network from a remote endpoint and the session terminates when all the sensor nodes in the network have been reliably reprogrammed with the new service. Publish-subscribe abstraction: Events are fundamental to sensor networks and are usually application-specific. The messaging mechanism should enable users to subscribe to events and control the frequency of notifications. In response, the sensor nodes that detect an event or an event cor-



relation service in a sensor network should be able to send notifications and context updates to the subscribers anytime, anywhere, and on any device, based on the current location and context of the user. Therefore, the messaging mechanism should not only support publish-subscribe semantics, but should also support context awareness, so that messages can be delivered based on the current context of the user.



the beginning of his duty cycle, a single entity can subscribe to the events of interest and have the notifications delivered to the appropriate personnel when they are on duty. The publish-subscribe scheme can use the contextawareness feature mentioned earlier to deliver notifications through device interfaces that are preferred by the individual.



2.2. Parallel Request Transmission



2.4. Flexible Addressing and Service Discovery



In certain cases, a user request or subscription may have to be transmitted to multiple sensor endpoints in parallel. Consider the following scenario as an example. In some countries, there is often no convenient mechanism to book a cab in advance. Instead, a customer can hire a cab at any random point on a street. While this is sometimes convenient, it also has the problem that the client has to depend on a vacant cab passing by his way at the time of his need by sheer coincidence. To avoid this unpredictability, a better approach would be to install sensors in a cab to monitor its occupancy. A customer can use the parallel transmission feature to send a request simultaneously to cabs that are currently in his neighborhood. The sensors in each cab serve as a separate endpoint and only sensors in those cabs without passengers will return a response. Since there may be multiple responses, the remote messaging interface should have the ability to return the responses to the customer, either individually or after aggregation. The customer can then select one of the cabs and send a short message to its sensor to book the cab. Similarly, the parallel transmission feature can be used to query sensors for vacant parking spots in different parking lots within a neighborhood.



It is more meaningful to address sensor endpoints using higher level attributes, such as the physical location, or the data streams and event streams that the sensor nodes generate. Moreover, these attributes may change with time. Hence, in order to interact with a sensor network, the remote messaging mechanism should support flexible attribute-based addressing for sensor entities. In conjunction with a flexible addressing mechanism, interaction with sensor-based services will benefit from a remote messaging mechanism that is coupled with dynamic endpoint discovery. In those cases in which the user request concretely addresses the sensor endpoint to which a request or subscription needs to be sent, dynamic endpoint discovery is less useful. For example, a query requesting the occupancy sensors in a conference room in a certain floor of an office building to notify the availability of the room, concretely identifies the endpoint to which the request has to be sent. However, in many cases during a remote interaction with a sensor network, it may not be possible to map the set of attributes specified by the user request to an exact endpoint address. In such cases, the endpoints have to be discovered dynamically. For example, in the scenario described earlier to locate available cabs in a region, the user request identifies the endpoint as occupancy sensors in cabs located within a certain radius. However, different cabs may appear in the same neighborhood at different points in time. Similarly, in order to query the vehicular sensors along a segment of the highway to determine the average speed of vehicles in that region at a given time, the endpoints have to be discovered dynamically. While the user can discover the endpoints before sending the request, using a separate resource discovery mechanism, a more seamless approach would be to support a remote messaging mechanism that can be coupled with dynamic endpoint discovery based on a flexible set of attributes. This allows requests and subscriptions to be redirected seamlessly without user intervention, if the sensor endpoints that map to the specified attributes change when the request is still active.



2.3. Message Redirection Message redirection allows an endpoint that is already involved in a long-term session to transfer the active session to another endpoint. It is useful to support this feature in a remote messaging protocol when interacting with a sensor-based service, because sensor devices are resourceconstrained and sensor events may span a long interval of time. For example, when a sensor node that is participating in a session finds that its residual power is running low, it can transfer the session to another node in the neighborhood that has more resources. In environments in which there is intermittent connectivity to the base station, the sensor nodes can use the message redirection feature to transfer the session to the more powerful base station, whenever it is available. Message redirection also allows an endpoint to subscribe to events on behalf of another endpoint. For instance, in a surveillance or emergency rescue operation (e.g., hurricanes and fires), different personnel may monitor the situation at different periods of time. Instead of requiring each person to subscribe to the sensor events at



2.5. Mobility Support A user that is interacting with a sensor-based service as well as the sensor nodes providing that service, may be mo-



bile entities. Hence, in order to provide seamless access to a sensor-based service, the remote messaging mechanism should be able to support mobility of users and services. User mobility: A user’s location and context at the time he initiates a request to a sensor service may be different from his context when he receives a response. A messaging mechanism with support for user mobility will be able to deliver responses and notifications based on the current context and location of the user. For example, consider a scenario in which the traffic and road conditions are monitored by sensor nodes. A user, Bob, who is driving back from work may subscribe to information about traffic and road conditions, only for the routes along which he has to travel. The messaging mechanism should be able to deliver the information to him while he is driving. Moreover, if he is talking on the phone in the car, the messaging mechanism should deliver the information to him visually on a display. On the other hand, when he is not talking, the notifications should be delivered through an audio device in the car or as a text message on his phone. Service mobility: Sensors may be attached to mobile entities, making the services they offer mobile. A messaging mechanism that supports service mobility will be able to ensure that the access to the service is not disrupted even when the sensors are mobile. For example, a caregiver who is remotely monitoring an elderly patient equipped with body sensors may subscribe to receiving notifications about certain behavioral patterns of the patient. With support for service mobility, the caregiver can be assured that the notifications will be delivered, even when the patient, equipped with the body sensors, steps out of his residence.



2.6. Media and Access Control



Sensor nodes generate different types of data. For example, temperature and photo sensors generate simple textual content, whereas camera and audio sensors generate rich multimedia content. Hence, the remote messaging method should be able to support and control the delivery of different media types. The contextual information gathered by a sensor network is sometimes sensitive in nature. Hence, a remote messaging protocol that allows an entity to interact with a datarelated or event-related sensor service from any other network should have inherent mechanisms to control access to the information. For example, in the case of battlefield monitoring, only appropriate personnel in the military command and control should be able to query for information and receive notifications about the current context of the soldiers in their army.



2.7. Ease of Adoption In order to ensure ease of adoption and deployment, a remote messaging solution that enables entities on the Internet and on other traditional networks to access sensor-based services must leverage technologies that are already available throughout the internet. The solution needs to scale to a large number of sensor sources, that may be dispersed throughout the internet. Since sensors may be deployed indoors or outdoors, within a home or in an enterprise environment, it should also be possible to easily adopt the messaging solution in different settings, using existing devices.



3. Related Work A well-known way to remotely interact with a WSN is to use an HTTP-based approach. For example, TinyREST [15] addresses the problem of controlling sensors and actuators in the context of a smart home application. TinyREST assigns a URL address to all resources. It uses the POST method to command an actuator to take some action and the GET method to query the current state of a sensor. TinyREST uses the REST extensions to HTTP for event subscriptions. SUBSCRIBE allows a user to register its interest with specific services that a sensor provides. The subscriber is notified through a NOTIFY message when the desired event has been detected. A gateway serves as the interface between the Internet and a sensor network. The gateway maps every incoming HTTP request to a TinyREST message and forwards the message to individual sensors, a group of nodes, or to the entire network. While TinyREST does not address the issue of mobility in either the sensors or the users, [5] describes an HTTP-based approach for direct interaction between mobile sensors and web-based services. Mobile, sensor-enhanced web clients, such as wireless cameras and PDAs with sensor devices attached, announce their capabilities through a new HTTP header called Produce. Servers respond with Xforms to match these capabilities. Clients then fill these forms with sensor data. This mechanism enables sensor-based clients to discover and access matching web-enabled services at any place and time. While an HTTP-based approach provides a simple and viable option for remotely accessing a sensor network, it does not support some of the rich semantics and request handling features listed in Section 2 for providing ubiquitous access to sensor services. For example, while HTTP provides methods for sending short, instant messages, it does not offer methods to support continuous session semantics. HTTP is useful for point-to-point messaging, but unlike SIP does not inherently support parallel transmission of a request to multiple endpoints. An HTTP-based approach primarily delivers responses to the endpoint that originated the request; it does not offer a convenient mechanism to forward and redirect messages based on the cur-



rent context of the message recipient. Moreover, HTTP uses TCP as the underlying transport. Hence, in the future, if we want to directly connect to the sensor-based services without an intermediate gateway, an HTTP-based approach would require the sensor nodes to support a rather heavyweight transport protocol. Although it may be possible to extend an HTTP-based mechanism to provide the features listed in Section 2, we wanted to leverage an existing messaging mechanism that already supported most of those features. Moreover, we wanted to select a remote messaging mechanism that is independent of the underlying transport. Therefore, we chose a SIP-based approach, because SIP already supports many of the features that can be leveraged for providing seamless access to sensor-based services, as we explain the next section. Moreover, SIP does not depend on a specific transport protocol.



4. The Case for SIP SIP is an application-layer protocol that allows multiple endpoints to establish media sessions with each other. As part of this, it performs endpoint discovery, session establishment, and session termination. A SIP infrastructure consists of user agents and network servers. A user agent is an entity that acts on behalf of someone who wants to participate in message exchanges. In addition to user agents, there are two types of network servers: proxy and redirect server. A proxy receives a request, determines which is the next hop server to send the message to, and then forwards the request. Usually user agents are associated with a proxy server through which all outgoing requests are sent and incoming responses are received. Redirect servers receive requests, but instead of forwarding the request themselves, they return a response that indicates where the requester should forward the request next. A SIP user agent is identified by its SIP URI, which is essentially a combination of attributes. The URI can refer to an individual entity or a group of endpoints. SIP user agents register their current contact information with their local registrar by sending a REGISTER request and update that information when their location or context changes. Registrars can bind a SIP URI to its current contact information by looking up a directory or location service. When a message is routed, the redirect server or proxy contacts the location service to obtain the current contact information for a SIP entity. The SIP infrastructure is flexible in that it allows the SIP network servers to lookup the contact information for an endpoint using any means at their disposal, such as searching a directory service, accessing databases, executing programs, or using standard location protocols (e.g., SLP [10]). The attribute-based addressing feature, combined with the ability of the SIP network servers to discover the current contact information of the endpoints while routing the messages, makes SIP a useful messaging mechanism



for accessing sensor-based services. SIP supports most of the features for meeting the requirements listed in Section 2. SIP defines an extensible set of communication abstractions that can be used to provide session semantics, publish-subscribe semantics, and instant messaging. Session setup follows a client-server interaction model in which the client initiates a session by sending an INVITE message to the server. SIP allows invitations to be sent point-to-point, or to a group of endpoints. SIP also provides a general framework for event notifications [19, 3]. A SIP endpoint requests asynchronous notifications about an event of interest by sending a SUBSCRIBE request to the entity monitoring the event (known as presentity). The presentity informs its presence agent about any changes in the state of an event by sending a PUBLISH message. The presence agent then notifies the subscribers about the event through the NOTIFY method. The SIP protocol allows participants to exchange short messages in near real-time using the MESSAGE method [6, 3]. SIP also has a provision for exchanging instant messages within an active session [17]. Thus, SIP supports the communication abstractions we listed in Section 2. In addition, SIP allows requests to be handled in different ways. A proxy server can fork a request, sending it in parallel to multiple next-hop servers. SIP has rules for merging and returning multiple responses to the client. This feature is useful when a user agent has registered multiple contact addresses, or as in the case of sensor queries, the final destination of the request is not concretely specified and therefore, the proxy servers need to try different possibilities. SIP also provides the REFER method [24] that allows an endpoint to transfer or redirect the session that it is currently participating in to another endpoint. SIP users can publish their current context, which includes current location, available communication devices, and other resources in the neighborhood. The SIP network servers can use the information that is published to deliver messages based on the current context of the user. Thus, SIP inherently provides a good framework for user mobility. The SIP infrastructure and methods can also be leveraged to support service/session mobility, thereby enabling a service to continue undisrupted even when the endpoint that is providing the service is mobile [27, 22]. Finally, SIP is a mature, widely deployed technology. It interoperates well with different kinds of media. Several enterprises have invested considerably in the SIP infrastructure. Many mobile devices already support SIP and this trend is likely to continue in future mobile devices. Hence, the familiarity of the SIP interface further strengthens the case for choosing a SIP-based approach for providing seamless access to sensor-based services.



5. Description of TinySIP Although SIP provides many of the features listed in Section 2 for remotely accessing a WSN service, there are some challenges in using it to connect to ad-hoc sensor environments. As mentioned in Section 4, SIP assumes an underlying IP-based infrastructure for routing messages. SIP network entities, such as proxies, registrars, and presence servers, are static entities with fixed IP addresses. On the other hand, sensor networks are dynamic, selforganizing networks that do not depend on a fixed infrastructure. Hence, as in any other ad-hoc network, the infrastructure of proxies, registrars, and location databases used to discover SIP endpoints and route SIP messages is not readily available in sensor networks. Sensor networks typically consist of resource-constrained nodes that do not support a sophisticated IP stack. Sensor nodes primarily communicate with peer nodes that are within their radio range and use routing schemes based on geographic routing or attributebased routing (e.g. [11]), which are currently not supported in the Internet infrastructure. Hence, one of the basic challenges that needs to be addressed is how to leverage the SIP infrastructure so that an endpoint in a sensor network can reach as well as make itself reachable from other SIP user agents, so that SIP messages can be routed to and from a WSN. Some schemes to deploy a SIP infrastructure within a general MANET environment have been proposed recently [4, 13], but they do not specifically address the issue in the context of a resourceconstrained sensor network. In addition, there have been efforts to port a lightweight TCP/IP stack on embedded sensors [8]. These trends are promising and can serve as a basis for deploying a lightweight SIP infrastructure within a sensor network in the future. In this paper, we do not address the issue of deploying a lightweight SIP infrastructure on the sensor nodes. Instead, the sensor nodes implement TinySIP, which is a communication abstraction consisting of a subset of the SIP methods that are relevant for supporting the features described in Section 2. We use a gateway at the edge of a sensor network to map SIP methods to TinySIP methods and disseminate the messages to the sensor network. Although there is a one-to-one correspondence between TinySIP methods and SIP methods, for clarity of explanation in the following description, we use the TINYSIP prefix to distinguish between TinySIP methods and the corresponding SIP methods. We now provide an overview of our deployment testbed, and explain how TinySIP enables access to sensor-based services.



5.1. Testbed Overview Our sensor testbed consists of 20 MicaZ nodes that have 802.15.4 (Zigbee compliant) radios. The nodes are equipped with temperature, humidity, light, and magnetic



Figure 1. Deployment testbed sensors. These sensor nodes implement the RESTORE innetwork storage and event correlation service [12]. RESTORE partitions the network into disjoint zones. Each zone has a manager that is responsible for using the collaborative resources in its zone to store and correlate information about one or more events. The managers together form a communication backbone and provide connectivity for the entire sensor network. The mapping of an event to a storage zone may be based on geographic hashing [18] or other hash-based schemes. The sensor testbed is connected to a wireless mesh through access points, as shown in Figure 1. The infrastructure supports access through Wi-Fi and cellular technologies, such as GPRS and UMTS. In addition, the infrastructure supports SIP entities. The users on the mesh are typically students, who will be allowed to remotely access information and subscribe to sensor events using their laptops or mobile phones. As shown in Figure 1, we assume that the sensor network is within the communication range of one or more gateways that map SIP methods to TinySIP methods. However, to simplify the explanation in the following subsections, we limit ourselves to a single gateway. Sensor nodes discover their gateway by pre-configuration or by sending discovery requests. Each gateway has a SIP URI and is associated with only one sensor network. The individual sensor nodes do not have a SIP URI. Instead, the SIP URI of a sensor gateway serves as the contact address of the sensor network it is associated with. If there are multiple gateways associated with a sensor network, then the sensor nodes may be contacted through multiple SIP addresses.



5.2. Registration of Sensor Services In the remainder of this paper, we assume that the sensor nodes are clustered into zones with a zone manager representing each zone, since this clustering is common in many sensor network scenarios. However, the SIP-based interactions that are explained below can also be applied to sensor



5.3. Session Semantics



Figure 2. Session semantics using TinySIP network scenarios where this clustering is not present. As mentioned earlier, each zone offers a data-related or eventrelated service. Hence, the first step is to register the sensor services offered by each zone. Each zone manager sends a TINYSIP-REGISTER request to the gateway to register the specific storage and event correlation services offered by its zone. The register request includes all the relevant attributes that will help a client to contact the appropriate sensor network when it needs some sensor-specific information, or when it wants to subscribe to some sensor events. For example, if a particular sensor zone is recording the number of cars that have passed through the sensor network, then the manager combines that information into a set of attributes and sends it in the TINYSIP-REGISTER request. In addition, the manager may provide its identification in the request, which may be its mote-id, group-id, or a location identifier. This identifier is relevant only within the sensor network. Although we currently do not address security issues, the identity may be used in the future to ensure the validity of the sensor node that is registering the service. When the sensor gateway receives a TINYSIPREGISTER request from a sensor node, it maps the request to a regular SIP REGISTER request, specifies the contact address to be its own SIP address instead of advertising the sensor-specific identifier, and sends the registration to an appropriate SIP registrar. As mentioned in Section 4, this registration enables a SIP registrar to route a user’s future SIP request to a sensor network through the appropriate sensor gateway. Whenever the service provided by a sensor zone changes (for e.g., because the sensor network has been reprogrammed), or when the current zone managers are replaced by new managers, in order to conserve energy, the managers can update the gateway by sending another TINYSIP-REGISTER request. Since the identities of the sensor managers are not advertised to users outside the sensor network, the gateway will update the SIP registrar by sending another SIP REGISTER message, only if the services provided by the sensor nodes have changed.



We now use the example shown in Figure 2 to describe how TinySIP enables a user to establish a session with the sensor nodes. In this example, the user agent client (UAC), Bob, initiates a session with the camera sensors monitoring the traffic intersections near our deployment site, and requests a video feed from them for a certain duration of time. He sends an INVITE request to the camera sensors through his mobile phone, by specifying the URI of the endpoint ([email protected]). If the UAC is registered with a proxy, then the INVITE request is intercepted by the proxy, as shown in Figure 2. The proxy may in turn query a redirect server to obtain the current contact address of the sensor endpoint. After obtaining the contact address, the proxy forwards the request to the appropriate next hop server. If the camera sensors are accessible through multiple gateways, then the proxy forks the request to multiple contact addresses. When the sensor gateway (with URI = [email protected]) receives the INVITE, it maps the request to a TINYSIP-INVITE message. It then uses the information that it received as part of a previous TINYSIPREGISTER message to route the TINYSIP-INVITE request to the appropriate zone manager inside the sensor network. If the manager did not specify its sensor-specific identification during registration, then the user request is disseminated to all the zone managers through the manager backbone, if such a backbone exists (as in the case of RESTORE). In networks where such a backbone does not exist, the request can be propagated to the appropriate sensor node through other sensor network routing mechanisms, the simplest being flooding. Thus, although in the typical case the invitation is sent to a single sensor node, it is easy to see that the TinySIP messages can also be disseminated to a group of sensor nodes that can provide the requested information. According to the standard SIP semantics [20], clients that initiated a session receive provisional responses before the session is finally established. These provisional responses are typically identified by a code. Hence, while the TINYSIP-INVITE is propagating through the sensor network, the gateway returns a provisional response (with the code 180) to the client to indicate that the invite request is being processed. In the normal case, the sensor node that is responsible for providing the requested service accepts the invitation by sending an affirmative response (200 OK) to the gateway. The gateway node forwards the response from the sensor network to the client. In turn, the client acknowledges the response from the sensor nodes by sending an ACK. In order to reduce the message overhead, the sensor gateway refrains from forwarding the ACK to the sensor nodes. Thus, the exchange of SIP messages between the gateway and the sensor nodes is kept to a minimum, in order to reduce the energy spent by the sensor nodes in mes-



sage transmission and reception. After this handshake, the sensor nodes begin the media transfer according to the parameters agreed upon during the session establishment. If a sensor node receives invitations from more than one client for the same data, it forwards a common data stream to the gateway, in order to reduce the overhead. The gateway then forwards the stream to the individual clients. If the residual energy of a manager node falls below a certain threshold and the manager has to be replaced while its session is still active, the old manager redirects its active sessions to the new manager by sending a TINYSIP-REFER request to the new manager. Since the sensor nodes do not directly communicate with the client in our current approach, this session transfer happens internally within a sensor network and the data transmission to the remote client is uninterrupted. While in the normal case a sensor node that receives a TINYSIP-INVITE accepts the invitation, there may be cases when the sensor nodes may have to reject the invitation. For example, this may happen if the sensor nodes do not have enough resources to meet the user’s requirements for the session. In such a case, the sensor nodes refrain from responding. SIP provides different ways to handle such failures. In our approach, if the gateway does not receive a response from the sensor nodes within a certain duration of time, it sends one of the standard SIP failure responses (e.g., SIP 4xx) to the client to reject the invitation. Finally, whenever the user (Bob) wants to terminate the session, he sends a BYE request to the sensor gateway, as shown in Figure 2. The gateway forwards the request to the sensor nodes using the mechanism described above for the INVITE request. The sensor node that is involved in the session accepts the termination by returning a 200 OK response to the client through the gateway. If there are no other outstanding requests for data transfer, the sensor node transitions to a low power cycle mode to conserve energy. From the above explanation, we see that although a SIP request from a user indicates the endpoint of the message to be the sensor gateway, in reality, the user accesses the innetwork services offered by an individual or group of sensor nodes and this is made possible through the TinySIP communication abstraction on the sensor nodes.



5.4. Publish-Subscribe Semantics In Section 4, we briefly described how the SIP event framework allows users to subscribe to events and receive notifications. The actual endpoint that monitors the event may be the entire sensor network, a single sensor node in the network, or as in the case of RESTORE, a group of nodes represented by a manager. Users can determine the events supported by a sensor network by sending the SIP OPTIONS method. This method is not forwarded to the sensor nodes. Instead, the gateway returns a response by listing the supported events in the Allow-Events header



field. In order to subscribe to a sensor event, users send a SIP SUBSCRIBE request by specifying the event of interest. The request is routed to the appropriate sensor gateway, which acts as a presence server. If the sensor events are sensitive in nature, the gateway can use the SIP authentication mechanism to ensure that only valid subscribers have access to the sensor events. The gateway then maps the SUBSCRIBE request to a TINYSIP-SUBSCRIBE request and forwards the mapped request to the appropriate sensor node, as described in Section 5.3. The current SIP event framework does not allow subscribers to specify the notification frequency as part of the subscription. However, our extension allows the subscribers to specify the notification frequency in the body of the subscription. In the normal case, the appropriate sensor entity in the network accepts the subscription and returns a 200 OK response. The gateway then forwards the response to the subscriber. Thereafter, whenever an event of interest occurs or the state of an event changes, the sensor entity that is correlating events of that type sends a TINYSIP-PUBLISH method to the gateway. The gateway, in turn, sends a NOTIFY message to inform interested subscribers about the event. Whenever the duration of a subscription expires, the sensor nodes simply remove the subscription and the gateway sends a final NOTIFY message to the subscriber. If there are no other outstanding subscriptions for that event, the sensor nodes stop publishing the event to the gateway.



5.5. Instant Messaging A user can actuate or control the sensor nodes by sending a short, one-way, message to a sensor network using the SIP MESSAGE request. The body of the request contains the message. Like the other SIP requests mentioned above, the message is routed to the sensor gateway indicated by the request URI. The sensor gateway maps the request to a TINYSIP-MESSAGE and forwards the request to the sensor nodes. The gateway then returns a 200 OK response to the user. If the request triggers a response (e.g., when the request queries the state of a sensor), the sensor nodes can in turn, send another TINYSIP-MESSAGE with the response in the body of the message. The gateway maps it to a regular SIP MESSAGE and forwards the response to the external user.



6. Conclusions We have presented TinySIP, which uses a set of communication abstractions based on the standard SIP protocol to provide access to sensor-based services. One of the advantages of leveraging a standard protocol, instead of developing a new mechanism, is that it allows users to communicate with the sensor nodes using abstractions and devices that



they are already familiar with. However, limiting ourselves to a standard may also introduce challenges. For example, currently the user has to specify the domain of the sensor network as one of the attributes in the SIP URI, when sending a request. However, in certain cases the domain may not be known a priori, as when sending a request to occupancy sensors in cabs that are located within a certain radius. To address this, we need the messaging protocol to be coupled with a service lookup mechanism that allows messages to sensor services to be routed purely based on service-specific attributes. We plan to look into the feasibility of such extensions in the future and also expect to discover other challenges, when we implement TinySIP and the gateway-based approach on our sensor testbed. Although the gateway-based approach is the most viable option for the sensor nodes that we currently use, in the future, we are interested in looking at the challenges involved in deploying a lightweight SIP infrastructure within a sensor network, so that SIP messages can be directly routed to the sensor nodes without an intermediate gateway. We think that such an option is viable, if in the future we have sensor networks consisting of sensor nodes (such as the Scatterweb nodes [21]) that have some support for an IP stack. Such an alternative without a gateway would also be a feasible option to pursue, if in the light of the recent debate on redesigning the Internet protocols to accommodate mobile and sensor devices (e.g., NSF FIND [1] and Geni [2] initiatives), the Internet of the future would support alternative protocols that are more commonly used in sensor networks, such as geographic routing and attribute-based routing, in addition to IP-based routing. Acknowledgments: The author would like to thank Archan Misra and Arup Acharya for their feedback and suggestions.
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